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Rapidly fast IMPLEMENTATION
Real-time DASHBOARDS online
NOTIFICATION engine
Historical DATA collection
PREVENTIVE & PREDICTIVE ready

Internet/WEB Access
џ
џ

Online access via most popular browsers
Responsive web interface (mobile devices ready)

Real-time Monitoring

Predictive maintenance

Speciﬁcs and principle of work

Implemented solu on for reac ve technical support, which
analyzes trends in the values of observed sensors to make
predic ons and recognize an cipated high probable failures.
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Open architecture
Open hardware
OLIMEX - OLinuXino series
Raspberry Pi 3+
Open so ware
џ node.js
џ Node-RED
џ Vue.js
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Industry standards
PLC equipment
SIEMENS S7 Series
Schneider
Rockwell
Other
Communica on protocols
џ SIEMENS S7
џ MQTT
џ OPC/UA
џ
џ
џ
џ

Data collection
Cloud based
џ Microso Azure
џ Amazon Web Services (AWS)
џ Google Cloud
On-premise
џ MySQL
џ MS SQL

Dynamic choice of tracking points and parameters,
depending on the type of selected recipe for the type of
equipment
Observa on of physical parameters derived from sensors
implemented at predetermined control points from the
appropriate recipe
Collec ng analogue and digital data from monitored
points in a host controller
Sending collected data from the receiving controller to
the monitoring dashboard
Accep ng data from the receiving controller, processing
and visualizing in the surveillance system

Preventive maintenance
The solu on proposes to follow the trends in the change of
observed parameters on the basis of which preven ve
measures are ini ated for servicing the facili es with the
observed elements.

Speciﬁcs and principle of work
The solu on processes real- me streams of digi zed
and normalized sensor data from mul ple industrial
facili es, ﬁlters them and stores them in a centralized
archive
џ Analizes observed values parameters stored in the
database through diﬀerent analy cal techniques to
recognize persistent trends, describing it the best
possible current and imminent state of the observed
facility
џ The system oﬀers the necessary measures no ﬁca ons or triggers for automated pre-emergency
service warnings to prevent future damage, extends
the lifecycle of the equipment and op miza on of its
opera onal readiness
џ

Sample model of event based scenario/recipe

Speciﬁcs and principle of work
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Retrieves data from monitored sensors and states from a
master server and processing them in a so ware
environment
Compares the extracted data with reference data from
the corresponding data recipe
Suggests tools to create logis cs blocks for selec ng a
proper opera on of the facility
Oﬀers a visual dashboard for error repor ng and diﬀerent
type of no ﬁca ons at inconsistency of parameters set in
the block diagram of the so ware module
Suggests se ng predeﬁned response me buﬀers for
each individual sensor

Predic ve scenario editor

